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The Art of Stalking Parallel Perception is a new kind of autobiography - an interdimensional odyssey

that weaves its magical threads through one's own existence in a way that has to be experienced to

be believed. In this revised edition, Lujan clarifies and expands upon key elements of his teachings.

Listeners familiar with the original will be surprised at the awakenings that unfold via powerful

additions woven throughout the text. Some chapters have been removed, others expanded upon,

and exciting new material has come to light. Throughout this book, we accompany Lujan Matus

during pivotal journeys on his path to becoming a shaman. With in-depth explanations, he and his

benefactors impart an empowering sequence of transmissions that offer unprecedented insight into

the intricacies of human existence. In sharing his experiences, Lujan opens the door to a universe

of mythical proportions and bestows vital keys to access these dimensional possibilities in one's

own life. The Art of Stalking Parallel Perception magnifies the essence of the ancient wisdom

traditions in a functional, non-dogmatic format that speaks directly to the heart. One may recognize

strands of Tibetan Dzogchen and Taoism, and aficionados of Toltec wisdom will discern the

unmistakably potent voice of Don Juan Matus and discover the mysterious guiding influence of the

ancient seer, Xoxonapo. With direct language, Lujan conveys an otherworldly grasp of human

nature, not to mention coherent accounts of interdimensional travel, a precise description of the

enigmatic manifestation of the energy double, insights into the nonlinear nature of time, and the

elucidation of hieroglyphs that are maps to completely open one's perception, this is a bridge to new

thresholds unlike any other.
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Extraordinary Book for anyone reading in esoteric studies for self-transformation.The Revised 2nd

edition of The Art of Stalking Parallel Perception, the first book by Lujan Matus, brings to bear ten

years of questions and feedback from students and readers and incorporates some new information

and very useful clarifications.From the first page the author takes the reader into the alternate

realms and so starts the biographical tales of his (and the readerâ€™s) learning. Part one covers

mostly key interactions with his teachers who are quoted in their own words as well as some new

parables with clarifying explanations. Part two mainly imparts and unpacks theory, and has question

and answers sections.In terms of theme the book â€œmagnifies the essence of the ancient wisdom

traditions in a functional, non-dogmatic format that speaks directly to the heartâ€•. Lujan provides

various key details, but goes further to highlight the role of the heart as an organ of perception at the

root of seeing.Working with this book continues to be an immensely valuable experience. While I

feel everyone should read it, those pursuing self-actualisation on any path will find a gateway to

deep, pervasive and relevant insights rarely articulated in words, or able to so elegantly introduce

one to oneself and the realities we forge our path in. This reality-check alone is worth the study

â€“but that is just one aspect.The text is written in unusual language and visual metaphor in places

which forced me out of my standard reading trance into paying a new type of attention. One-pass

readers would not do the text or themselves justice.
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